
 

 

CAMINO SOCIETY IRELAND 

( www.caminosociety.ie ) 

PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR INTENDING PILGRIMS. 

 Be prepared! 

This practical information is intended primarily for those pilgrims who intend to walk/cycle one or more of the 

Spanish Camino routes without the assistance of third-party tour organisers. For those who intend to walk/cycle 

with a tour organiser he/she should liaise with his/her organiser. 

Before setting out you should have a reasonable level of fitness and be able to walk at a steady pace carrying a 

back-pack for between 15-30kms each day or in the case of a cyclist covering somewhat longer distances, 

depending upon the cyclist’s requirements. Some Camino routes (for some of the various routes  see 

www.caminosociety.ie ) are more mountainous than others (e.g. parts of the Camino del Norte along the north 

coast of Spain) and on all Camino routes some hill climbs are required. But if the pilgrim has a reasonable level of 

fitness he/she should not experience any great difficulty. For cyclists it will not always be possible to travel along 

the pedestrian routes due to poor cycling surfaces (see notes for cyclists below) and road travel for him/her will 

be the preferred option. If you feel you do not have the appropriate level of fitness, why not join a local walking 

group (or cycling club) some months before your departure or if that is not to your liking start walking with a ruck 

sack of not more than 7/8 kilos and build up distances gradually until you can walk comfortably for 15/20 kms on 

successive days. Don’t overlook the stamina that is required to walk with a ruck sack day after day for perhaps 

five or six weeks. 

The intending pilgrim should also bear in mind that in Spain summer temperatures are frequently much higher 

than in Ireland and heat exhaustion has to be taken into consideration when the pilgrim is planning his/her 

typical walking/cycling day. Have plenty of sun block creams and appropriate sun hat and sun glasses (see below 

for suggested packing list). 

Finally, if the intending pilgrim has any concerns about his/her physical ability to undertake a Camino or has 

medical issues he/she should consult his/her doctor before setting out. 

 

Various Caminos 

Within Spain there are many routes that lead to Santiago, although the most popular route is that from 

Roncesvalles or the Somport Pass along the Camino Frances, otherwise known as the French Route. Please bear 

in mind you do not have to travel the full length of a Camino in one go but may do any of the Caminos in little 

chunks each year. Some people spend an entire life time completing a route. In making your choice you may find 

it useful to note the following Caminos; — 

 

1. French Route – Commonly known as “the Camino Frances” or simply “the Camino”. 

 Distance to Santiago is approximately 780km from the French border and most pilgrims will arrive in 

Roncesvalles, the first stopping point in Spain, from St. Jean Pied de Port on the French side having travelled over 

the mountains along the route Napoleon or along the Val Carlos road. From Roncesvalles you will arrive 

eventually in Puente la Reina where the St. Jean route merges with other routes coming from the Somport Pass 

or from Barcelona and from there on it is a matter of heading due west to Santiago.  The principal towns that you 

will pass through, following this medieval route from St Jean pied de Port are Pamplona, Puenta la Reine– 

Logrono – Burgos – Leon –Astorga -  Ponferrada – Melide and Santiago de Compostella. 

 

2. Somport Pass Route – Commonly known as “the Camino Aragones”  

Distance to Santiago approximately 850kms.  Somport Pass route lies to the East of the route from St. Jean pied 

de Port on the border between France and Spain. This would be the gateway to the Camino Frances for those 

travelling from Toulouse via Pau.  The route from the pass at Somport is through Jaca – Ostourit – Leyre – 

Monreal – Puente La Reina,(see 1 above) where it joins those pilgrims who have come from St. Jean.  Distance 

from Somport to Puente La Reina approximately 160kms. 

 

3. Portuguese Route –This is known as the “Camino Portugues”. 

 Runs from Lisbon to Santiago de Compostella a distance of approximately 650 kms. However, this route is 

usually treated as comprising two sections; one from Lisbon to Oporto at approximately 370 kms and Oporto to 
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Santiago de Compostella at approximately 250 kms. However, most people start this route in Oporto and have a 

choice of four variants (a) the Central Route through Barcelos- (b) the Interior Route through Braga (which joins 

the Central route at Barcelos (c) the Coastal Route through Viana (which joins the Central Route at Valenca. Or if 

you wish to continue along the coast through Vigo to join the Central route at Rendondela) and (d) the Northern 

Route (Camino Norte not to be confused with the Camino del Norte; see 5 below) through Lan Heses, which 

branches off the Barcelos Route and meets up with the Coastal Route north of Caminha.  All routes eventually 

come together at Tuia, from whence you travel through Redondela – Pontevedra – Caldas De Reis – Padron – 

Santiago de Compostella.        

 

4. English Route –  

So called, as it was the route followed by medieval pilgrims who had taken ship from England to Northern Spain.  

The route is from El Ferrol – La Coruna – Santiago.  Distance to Santiago, approximately 110kms.   

 

5. Northern Route-Commonly known as the Camino del Norte. 

 The Camino del Norte lays claim to being the original Camino route from France to Santiago de Compostella. It 

hugs the coast of northern Spain until it turns inland for Santiago at Ribadeo– Approximate distance to Santiago 

820kms. Commencing at Irun, passes through Bilbao –Laredo- Santander –San Vicente de la Barquera- 

Villaviciosa- Gijon –Luarca- Ribadeo – Santiago de Compostella.   

If you bear in mind that this route runs along the northern coast you will not be surprised to hear that there are 

many subsidiary routes which run off the del Norte to meet the Camino Frances (see 1 above) which lies directly 

south some 100 kms inland. Some of these connecting routes to Camino Fraances are (i) Santander to Carrion de 

Los Condes; (ii) Gijon to Leon; and (iii) Luarca to Palais de Rei via Lugo. 

 

6. Tunnel Route – 

 Approximately 200 kms to Join Camino Frances from Irun through Heirnani – Legorreta –Segura –Salvatierr-           

Estibaliz-La Puebla de Arganzon-Brinas-to join the Camino Frances at Santo Domingo de la Calzada. Or if you   

wish to route to Burgos then through Andoin – Tolosa – Ordizia – Vitoria – Gustreis – Meyranda -Burgos, where it 

joins the main Camino Frances. 

 

 

7. Seville Route – Otherwise “the Camino Mozarbe” or “Via de la Plata” 

Distance to Santiago, approximately 1,000kms commencing at Seville, passing through Merida – Caceres – 

Zamora – Astorga – Ponferrada – Santiago.  Shortly after Zamora, there is a branch off the route which heads 

west through Tabara – Verin – Ourense – Santiago.  For the purists, the Camino Mozarbe (which joins the Via del 

Plata at Merida) originates in Grenada and passes through Baena – Cordoba – Castuera – Merida.  The distance 

from Grenada to Merida is approximately 400kms.  

 

8. Valencia Route – Otherwise “the Camino de Levante” 

Distance to Santiago, approximately 1,300kms.  From Valencia the route passes through– Albacete – Toledo – 

Avila – Zamora (where one joins the Via de la Plata as above). 

 

In this information section you will find the following topics are covered; 

   A.   The Pilgrim’s Passport. 

   B.   When to go. 

   C.   What to carry and pack. 

    D.  Money. 

    E.  Personal security. 

    F.  Accommodations. 

    G. Useful web site for more information. 

    H. Getting there and back. 

     I.  Information for cyclists. 

 

A. The Pilgrim’s Passport. 

 The Company advises that intending pilgrims should acquire the Company’s official Pilgrim Passport (otherwise 

known as a “Credencial”):. You can order online at www.caminosociety.ie  
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1. The Company is the only organisation in Ireland authorised by the Cathedral in Santiago to issue such 

passports. To order passports please see the web link on this site. If you wish to order passports for a charity 

please phone the Company at 085-7819088 and have available the full title and address of your Charity together 

with its registered number. 

2. To over-night and use facilities in  Pilgrims (in Spain an “albergue”), operated by religious or civil authorities or 

by pilgrim associations, you must produce a valid, current Pilgrim’s Passport showing the pilgrim’s full name and 

national passport number. 

3. The Pilgrim’s Passport is the only document by which staff at the Pilgrims’ office, at the Cathedral in Santiago, 

determine if the pilgrim qualifies for a “Compostella” (i.e. having undertaken the Camino for spiritual or religious 

reasons) or for a “Certificate of Pilgrimage” (i.e. having undertaken the Camino for reasons other than spiritual or 

religious) or for a Certificate of Distance if neither of the first two apply. 

4.To meet the requirements for a “Compostella” or” Certificate of Pilgrimage”, as a minimum, at each over-night 

stop the pilgrim should have the hostel stamp impressed in the Pilgrim’s Passport. At intermediate stops during 

the day (e.g when visiting Churches, shrines or refreshment halts etc.) the pilgrim may wish to have the relevant 

stamp of the intermediate stops impressed in the passport the better to re-live the hamlets and villages through 

which you walked/cycled when recounting your travels. Pilgrims should note that if your Camino commenced 

within Galicia then two stamps (i.e. one over-night and one intermediate) must be impressed each day on the 

Camino. 

5. To qualify for a “Compostella” or “Certificate of Pilgrimage “the Pilgrim’s Passport must establish that the 

pilgrim walked the final 100kms (or cycled the final 200kms) into Santiago.  

6. Intending pilgrims should note that the Pilgrim’s Passport issued by the Company is not transferable and is not 

a replacement for a national passport. All pilgrims must ensure that they hold and carry a current, valid national 

passport. 

7. If upon completing the journey the pilgrim wishes to have his/her name entered into the Company’s Pilgrims’ 

Book the pilgrim should submit to the Company a copy of his/her “Compostella” or “Certificate of Pilgrimage” 

with the appropriate registration fee. See www.caminosociety.ie for details. 

8. In 2014 the Cathedral authorities in Santiago launched a new certificate, currently called the “Certificate of 

Distance”. It will issue such a certificate to a pilgrim, certifying the distance walked by the pilgrim, upon payment 

of e3 and production of a Pilgrim’s Passport duly stamped with location of over-night stops,  

B. When to go. 

     Throughout the year there are pilgrims on most of the Camino routes in Spain, particularly along the French route. So no 

matter when you travel it is unlikely that you would find yourself completely alone and at most times of the year you are 

likely to meet fellow pilgrims from all parts of the world, although during the winter months the number of pilgrims en 

route will be greatly reduced. 

Spain has a reputation for hot weather, but it also has some very cold weather and will have snow, sometimes with very 

deep drifts in the mountainous regions ( e.g the Route Napoleon out of St. Jean pied de Port; parts of the Camino Frances 

and the del Norte ). It should also be borne in mind that the rain does not only fall on the plain in Spain; it also falls a great 

deal on the northern part of the country, particularly on Galicia! The season in which you choose to travel should be given 

careful consideration; the Camino Frances can be very hot from mid-June to late August and the via de la Plata even hotter 

during this period. During the winter months snow and very low temperatures are likely to be a problem making route 

finding difficult in some of the upland areas.  

Averages for the area of Castile and Leon, through which the Camino Frances passes are; 

    Month           -/+temps          rainfall       sunshine        wet days 

    January        0—7cent           50mms         5hrs                  8 

    April              5-16 cent          60mms        8hrs                   9 

    July              12-29 cent          20mms        9hrs                13    

    Sept             18-25 cent          40mms        8hrs                  5     
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Nowadays most pilgrims do not have the luxury of heading off at a time of their choosing but are restricted by family ties, 

employment obligations and financial constraints etc. For most people it’s likely that they will have to undertake the trip 

between June and September and this is may be an ideal time for many of the Caminos; most of the snow in the 

mountainous regions will have melted; in May/June you will witness flora in full bloom; there will be long hours of daylight 

enabling you to cover more ground in a day. In September you will still have good long daylight. However, the down sides 

to travelling between June and September are that it can get very, very hot (particular on the routes from the south, the 

via de la Plata and the Portuguese route); there will be many travellers on the Camino Frances route, which might mean 

your choice of accommodation is full and you have to move on to the next available stopping point.  However, that said, 

almost all villages and towns that you pass through on the more popular routes will seldom see a pilgrim stuck for 

overnight accommodation. Travel from March to June is an excellent time as spring is in the air; those hostels which closed 

for the winter will be reopening for the season and the crowds will be much smaller than the summer months; altogether a 

most pleasant time to journey. The same might be said of travel from late September to end of October, although touches 

of snow may appear in the mountainous regions towards October’s end. Travel during November to February is probably 

for the really dedicated hard men and women of this world! Daylight will be in limited supply meaning long hours spent in 

a hostel maybe on your own, unless you travel with friends. Weather can be miserable (although there will be some fine 

clear days particularly in February).  There will be a lot more rain and of course the old problem of snow will occur and this 

might make route finding difficult. But for those with energy to burn and a desire for isolation this may be the time for you. 

Also do bear in mind that you’ll have to carry a lot more weight in your pack e.g. good quality sleeping bag, extra clothing 

layers, provisions on some stretches where shops may be closed for the winter season, a small stove to heat up liquids first 

thing in morning and last thing at night.  

Whenever you decide to go, do remember to set out properly prepared for the season of your travel and that in some of 

the mountainous regions temperatures will be colder than experienced at lower levels. 

C. What to pack. 

The most common complaint from fellow pilgrims is “I have far too much weight in my pack”. There is no sacrosanct rule 

that specifies the weight limit but as a general guide you should not carry more than 10% of your body weight. This guide 

figure may be fine for spring/summer/autumn travel but for travel in winter much greater weight may be necessary to 

accommodate four season sleeping bag, extra warm clothes, gloves, gaiters etc. In all seasons bear in mind you may have 

to carry at least one litre of water at all times (and on some hotter days perhaps two litres). One litre weighs one kilo or 

two and one quarter pounds. If you do find that you have too much weight in your pack off-load some.At most medium 

and large towns (and indeed in some larger villages) you may purchase at the Post Office a box into which you may place 

excess items and forward the box through the Spanish postal system to the Post Restante at the main Post Office in 

Santiago to await your arrival. To collect your box in Santiago you will need to produce the certificate of posting and your 

national passport (n.b. not your Pilgrim’s Passport). 

The following list may be helpful as a rough check-list but there will be items not on the list that the pilgrim may wish to 

include in his/her pack. Whether walking for 10 days or 5 weeks the suggested list will not vary greatly. 

1. Ruck sack -properly fitting and holding approximately 30/35 litres. If weather is likely to be hot it may be worth 

considering buying a camel water pack for your ruck sack. Also you might wish to buy a rucksack cover for wet weather, 

unless the ruck sack comes with a built-in cover. A properly fitted ruck sack should rest the weight on your hips not on your 

shoulders. If you are contemplating spending some rest days, perhaps in somewhere like Burgos or Leon or Santiago, you 

might consider in addition a very small, very light day sack to avoid having to carry your fully loaded sack around. There are 

many types of light day sacks but get one that will easily fold up and go into your main sack. Such a day sack may also be 

useful in the albergues for containing your important documents and items which you could take with you to the shower 

cubicle. 

2. If you haven’t a ruck sack cover an internal fully waterproof bag to keep contents of your ruck sack dry. These are 

specially designed for ruck sacks and must not be confused with super market plastic bags which will not keep your items 

dry in very wet weather.   

3. Boots-properly fitting and run-in. Do not under any circumstances buy boots the day before you set off!! Buy them well 

before the off and run them in thoroughly and go to a specialist outdoor shop to have boots fitted properly. For summer 

trips light weight boots will be fine but for winter walking a more substantial boot will be required. Bear in mind that 

underfoot the trails are often stony and your boot should be such that you cannot feel the stones on your under-foot.  

4. Light weight sandals/runners for relaxing.     



 

 

5. Spare pair of laces.     

6. Two/four pairs of socks.      

7. Water proof jacket+ trousers. Poncho may be fine if you don’t mind getting the lower legs wet. In very windy conditions 

a poncho is less effective than jacket and trousers but does have the advantage that body heat escapes more easily than in 

a rain suit. There are many places along the Caminos at which you can buy a poncho fairly cheaply and there are, of course, 

cheap ponchos which can be very flimsy and there are more robust ponchos which will stand up to most weathers. If 

buying a poncho, you might like to consider one which is designed to fit over and cover your ruck-sack and has some Velcro 

fastening between your legs to prevent the poncho riding up in strong winds. 

8. Sun hat+ sun glasses. Make sure they have u.v protection.  

9. Torch; head torch with white and red lights. Use the red light if you have to rise during darkness in the albergue to visit 

the toilet. 

10. One pair very light trousers for walking/relaxing.   

11. Two pairs of shorts; one for walking whilst other pair is drying having been washed the evening before.   

12. Two sets of underwear-one to wear/one to wash   

13. Two short sleeve shirts-one to wear/one to wash   

14. Two long sleeve shirts-one to wear/one to wash  

15. Sheet bag-silk is lightest and most compact     

16. Sleeping bag if travelling in cold weather. If travelling in summer months unlikely that one would need a sleeping bag 

although you might want to consider a one or two season bag if travelling in early Spring or late autumn. 

17. Clothes to sleep in; long sleeve vest/shorts     

18. Base layer pants/long johns. These may be used at night if weather unduly cold and you don’t have a sleeping bag.  

19. Fleece/warm jacket     

20. Gloves-if travelling in cold weather     

21. Buff. This is a bandana type head gear; it is useful not only to protect your head and neck in sunny conditions but can 

also be used at night to shade your eyes whilst trying to catch sleep in an albergues before lights out; if you place a spare 

sock across your eyes and pull the bandana over the sock it will keep it in place while going to sleep.   

22. Personal medicines.     

23. Plasters+ knee/ankle support straps, although these items are available from pharmacies in Spain and particularly from 

those along the Caminos. In some places along the Camino Frances you will be staggered at the profusion of pharmacies 

even in the smallest villages. Antiseptic cream/ liquid. Needle and thread+ something to sterilise if you are contemplating 

draining blisters. For blisters Compeed is very commonly available in pharmacies although it can be more expensive than in 

Ireland. A word of caution; if using Compeed follow the instruction very carefully where it advises that you do not remove 

the Compeed before the healing process has been completed. If you remove the Compeed before healing has completed, 

you will remove the blister and underlying skin leaving a very painful red subcutaneous area of flesh which can be very 

painful to walk on. 

24. Sun cream     

25. Antihistamine/ dioralyte     

26. Ear plugs to defeat the snorers!      

27. Plate+ knife and fork +mug if intending to self-cater. Do remember that if you have sharp implements in your pack it 

may have to travel as hold luggage on aircraft.     

28. Light weight water bottle/camel pack     

29. Money belt     

30. Credit/debit cards/small amount of cash. Atms very common in Spain in all medium/large towns and in most large 

villages.   

31. Lip protector/Vaseline     

32. Mobile phone and charger with Continental adaptor.  

33. Tooth brush+ paste     

34. Shaving kit -if required.     

35. Sachets of shampoo +soap (leaves?)     

36. Toilet paper; small amount of.    

37. Travel wash     

38. Light weight towel. There are many types on the market but whichever you buy go for one of the large towels rather 

than the face-clothe sized towels.     

39. National passport and your current European health card.    

40. Pilgrim's Passport for albergues 



 

 

41. Guide book/map as required.  John Brierley’s “Camino Frances” (guide and book of maps) and “Miam- Miam Dodo if 

doing the Camino Frances.    

40. Optional Extras--Luxuries!!     

      Camera     

      Reading material/kindle     

      Walking poles. Most airlines will insist that poles travel in the hold. If not packed securely inside/outside your pack you   

      may have to pay extra to have them loaded in the hold as additional baggage..  

      iPad or other device.     

        

The above list is intended to help you run a check list of what you might need to carry. Obviously, some intending pilgrims 

will carry much less and some much more. But whatever you end up packing, do not over-load your pack as it will make 

your daily journey that much more tiresome. 

 

D. Money. 

Throughout Spain there are atms at which cash can be accessed so it will be worth your while to arrange with your bank 

before departing for an appropriate debit card to be used abroad at atms. Alternatively, you could purchase one of the 

many instant cash cards (e.g, for Post Office, building societies etc) which you load up with your required amount in value 

of money that you think you might need and you then draw as required from atms. Do bear in mind that none of the 

albergues accept card payments so it is important that you have small denominations of cash with you at all times. Do not 

under any circumstances carry large amounts of cash. We would suggest carrying, say, e100/130 which should cover you 

for about 4/5days, staying in albergues and availing of the Pilgrim’s evening meal. An albergue will cost approximately 

e.8/9 per night; light breakfast of coffee and roll approximately e 5; pilgrim’s evening meal about e.10/12; incidentals 

throughout the day say e.10. Whatever amounts of cash you choose to carry keep it, and your credit/cards/national 

passport etc in a safe place such as a money belt. 

 

E. Personal security. 

 The vast majority of pilgrims will have a completely trouble free trip along any of the Caminos and you will find that most 

Spanish people along the Caminos are only too well aware of the importance to them of pilgrim traffic and consequently 

are solicitous of the wellbeing of pilgrims. That said you should apply the same standards of security in Spain as you apply 

at home. A woman walking alone will seldom encounter any untoward approaches although she would be advised to avoid 

walking alone after dark. Keep important documents such as national passport, cash, credit cards etc. in a safe place such 

as a money belt. If you carry a mobile phone best to keep in in your ruck sack where it can be easily accessed; carried in 

your pocket it may drop out. Good idea to photograph on your phone your cash/debit cards; passport; health 

insurance/card; flight tickets so that you have a ready record should they be lost. If you do not wish to carry a phone then 

it would be advisable to photograph a couple of times essential documents and leave one set at home with someone you 

can contact in an emergency and carry a spare copy deep in your ruck sack. 

Emergency police numbers in Spain are; 

  The European emergency number is 112.Answered within 5 secs. 

  The Guardia Civil number is 062.Use if in countryside or small villages 

  The Police number 091.This can be used to contact national police service. 

  The Police number 092. This can be used to contact local police service. 

  For health emergencies number is 061 

  The Fire Service number is 080 

 If you are travelling with private health cover do not forget to bring contact phone number (and policy number) to obtain 

authorisation for any medical treatment for which you wish to claim under the policy. 

You should always carry with you the current issue of your European Health Insurance Card 

    

 

 

F. Accommodations. 

Hotels/ Inns/ Casas Rurales. 

The cities, towns and larger villages through which the many Caminos pass will have every type of accommodation from 

4/5 star hotels to very basic albergues. Even if you are on a limited budget you may find it relaxing every once in a while to 

stay over-night in a hotel. This will give you the opportunity to relate to local Spaniards and to sample the different types of 

cuisine. Most two and three star hotels, inns and casas rurales (like chamber d’hôtes in France or B&Bs +evening meal in 



 

 

Ireland) have rooms en-suite and are very clean and comfortable and will cost between e.40-.e.60 per night. For those 

walking the Camino Frances the essential book to carry is the Miam-Miam Dodo which lists every hole in the hedge and 

five-star hotel, including albergues, along the route from St. Jean Pied de Port to Santiago/Finesterre. It is available from 

Amazon (and other outlets) and is updated annually by its authors; you should make sure you purchase the current edition. 

In addition to listing accommodations of interest to pilgrims travelling along the Camino Frances it gives facilities available 

in every hamlet, village, town and city and price range of the various accommodations. 

For those trying to decide whether to use albergues or to go for hotels/inns casas rurales it is important that you note that 

albergues operated by Church or municipal authorities in Spain cannot be pre-booked. They operate on a first come first 

served basis and cyclists should note that they will often not be admitted to an albergue until the hospitaller reckons the 

last foot pilgrim has arrived at his albergue; usually about 7.00p.m.If he thinks his albergues is full he may request the 

cyclist to cycle on to the next albergue which could be some distance off. 

For those not relying on albergues for accommodation and doing a short trip on the more popular routes ( particularly the 

Camino Frances)it may be sensible to pre-book accommodation by phone or e-mail before leaving home. For those doing a 

long trip, say 5 weeks, and not relying on albergues for accommodation, booking hotels too far ahead is problematic as you 

may not know in advance the point you will have reached in any week on the particular Camino route; or you may end up 

imposing upon yourself an unwelcome daily walking regime for the sole purpose of maintaining your pre-booked itinerary. 

On the Camino Frances during the less busy periods (see above) armed with Miam-Miam Dodo you should be able to pre-

book accommodation for two or three days ahead. On the less popular routes (e.g via de la Plata) and during the less busy 

periods (see above) on the Camino Frances you should be able to arrange hotel/inn accommodation upon your arrival at 

your destination. 

If you are carrying an iPad, smart phone or other similar device it is possible to pre-book by using one of the hotel booking 

agencies such as Booking.com, TripAdvisor, Trivago  etc. 

 

     Albergues; 

 All Caminos in Spain have albergues which are open to pilgrims on foot, on cycle or on horse/donkey. The frequency of 

albergues varies from Camino to Camino. For example on the Camino Frances there is an albergue every 9/10 kms whilst 

on the Via de la Plata the frequency on some parts is 20/25 kms. You should do some preliminary research before leaving 

home to determine the approximate location of the albergues that you might use. 

Albergues are either run privately, by a Church, a municipal authority, or a pilgrims’ association. Albergues cannot be pre-

booked, although a few of the privately run albergues will permit pre-booking. They all provide over-night sleeping 

accommodation and vary in size from 7/8 beds to 100 beds. Sleeping arrangements are usually in bunk beds in mixed 

accommodation, although some albergues run by Church authorities separate sexes. Blankets are sometimes provided but 

not always. A pilgrim may stay only one night, unless legitimate illness prevents him/her from moving on. Admission time is 

usually 4. 00p.m, although in exceptionally bad and difficult weather the albergues may admit earlier. A pilgrim must 

vacate the albergue no later than 8. 00a.m. Lights out is usually 10. 00p.m. although most albergues leave that time up to 

the pilgrims. Wakening time is left to the pilgrims and can be any time between 3. 00a.m and 7. 30a.m.In exceptionally hot 

weather pilgrims are inclined to rise very early (yes some get up at 3.00.am!) and leave very early to complete part of that 

day’s walk in darkness before the sun reaches its zenith. Unfortunately, there are pilgrims who rise in the middle of the 

night showing little regard for other pilgrims still asleep and not only converse loudly but also turn on all lights! It is clearly 

preferable if you are rising early to pay due consideration to sleeping fellow pilgrims.  

One of the downsides of sleeping in bunk accommodation is there is little you can do to deal with snorers other than equip 

yourself with a pair of decent ear plugs! 

Other facilities found in some albergues include washing and drying of clothes, cooking, shower and toilet facilities, 

relaxation areas and some form of religious meeting (usually non-compulsory and ecumenical). You do need to note that 

not all albergues provide all of these facilities and indeed some offer nothing other than bunks and toilet facilities. 

Generally, but not universally, privately run hostels offer better facilities. Cost for over-night will be between e.7/10 (for 

Church and municipal albergues) and e.15/20 (for private albergues) depending on location and facilities. Some albergues 

offer double room or family room accommodation. 

Etiquette in albergues is as you might expect; present your Pilgrim’s Passport and fee upon arrival; if you are directed to 

remove boots do so and place them on the indicated shelf (you will have to put on your sandals or wear a set of slippers 

that may be provided by the hostel); reserve your bunk bed or room by laying out your sheet bag or identifying item(ruck 

sacks should not be placed upon beds but only on floors); keep all important items (money, bank cards, passport, phone, 

camera etc.) with you at all times and if going showering give them to someone you know until you have finished; if using 

cooking facilities leave the kitchen as you found it; if you are cooking a meal you might consider including a fellow pilgrim 



 

 

in your meal and he/she will return the favour on another day. If charging up yours phone, camera, iPad or whatever do 

not leave them unattended; there are reports with increasing frequency of such items going missing! 

Final word on albergues. Do spare a thought for the hospitaller. He/she will often have to clean the hostel, arrange the 

bunks and order basic provisions when the last pilgrim of the day leaves only to be inundated by a fresh wave of pilgrims 

that afternoon. They are without exception the unsung heroes of the Camino. If you are over-nighting in an albergue which 

does not have a fixed charge but suggests a donation (a “donativo”) your donation should reflect the quality of the 

welcome and accommodation that you received; a suggestion is that a donation should be e7/10. 

 

 

G. Useful web sites; 

See the web site of the Irish Company of the Friends of St. James 

 www.caminosociety.ie  

 www.csj.org.uk  

www.santiago-compostela.net  

www.americanpilgrims.com  

        www.johnnie-walker-santiago.blogspot.com  

       www.santiago.ca  

       www.cathedralsantiago.es  

       www.chemindecompostelle.com  

       www.caminoiguides.com  

        www.levieuxcrayon.com  

    H. Getting there and back: 

BELOW WE LIST SOME OF THE AIR LINES WHO SERVICE SOME OF THE AIRPORTS GIVING ACCESS TO THE VARIOUS 

CAMINOS.WE STRONGLY ADVISE THAT YOU CHECK VERY CAREFULLY WITH EACH AIRLINE FOR AVAILABILITY OF FLIGHTS 

AS NOT ALL AIRLINES PROVIDE A SEVEN DAY SERVICE NOR A YEAR ROUND SERVICE; 

AER LINGUS flies to and from Dublin 

Spain—Santiago; Barcelona; Bilbao; Madrid. 

France—Bordeaux; Toulouse. 

 

 

RYANAIR FLIES to and from 

Spain—Barcelona (El Prat); Madrid; Santander 

France—Biarritz; Carcacassone; 

Portugal—Porto 

 

EASYJET FLIES to and from  

Spain—Santiago (From Gatwick); Oviedo (From Stanstead); Bilbao (From Stanstead); Barcelona (From Belfast). 

France—Biarritz (From Gatwick); Bordeaux (From Luton+Gatwick); Toulouse (From Gatwick). 

Portugal—Porto (From Gatwick). 

 

THE COMPANY DOES NOT ACCEPT ANY LIABILITY FOR THE ACCURACY OR OTHERWISE OF THE ABOVE INFORMATION. 

YOU MUST CHECK WITH YOUR AIRLINE OF CHOICE AS TO AVAILABILTIY OF FLIGHTS AND ITS PROXIMITY TO YOUR 

CHOSEN CAMINO. 

 

 

 

 

 

        I . Information for cyclists: 

 This leaflet has been prepared by Camino Society Ireland to assist those hoping to travel the Camino Frances by bicycle. 

Whilst every care has been taken in preparing this brief leaflet the Company cannot accept responsibility for any errors. 

Nor can it accept any responsibility for injury, loss or damage that may occur to anyone undertaking the Camino by bicycle. 

It is the sole responsibility of each person to ensure that he/she has the appropriate level of fitness and standard of health 

to undertake the task that they have chosen and that they travel properly prepared. 

 

http://www.caminosociety.ie/
http://www.csj.org.uk/
http://www.santiago-compostela.net/
http://www.americanpilgrims.com/
http://www.johnnie-walker-santiago.blogspot.com/
http://www.santiago.ca/
http://www.cathedralsantiago.es/
http://www.chemindecompostelle.com/
http://www.caminoiguides.com/
http://www.levieuxcrayon.com/


 

 

What type of bike should you use? 

The type of bike you use will depend upon (a) whether you wish to travel exclusively along the pedestrian pilgrim route of 

the Camino Frances or (b) along the roadways surfaced for vehicles. Of course if you already have your cycle its type will 

determine which route you should use. 

(a) The pedestrian pilgrim route is most definitely not suitable for any bicycle other than a mountain bike as there 

are long stretches over poorly maintained track (at least from the road cyclist’s point of view) which even foot-sloggers find 

trying at times! If you were to take to this route on your road racer fitted with its slick tyres they would be shredded very 

quickly. So the ideal mode of transport for the pedestrian route is a suitable mountain bike. If you have the option a 

mountain bike with telescopic front forks would be ideal for dealing with the rougher sections of track, particularly when 

descending a hill. That said, one might just manage the route on a sit-up-and-beg roadster cycle shod with good sturdy 

tyres, a sprung saddle and an appropriate set of gears. 

(b) The surfaced road route is ideal for travel by road racer or sit-up-beg cycle. The road surfaces are, by and large, 

excellently maintained to a good standard. Pay careful attention that you don’t accidentally end up on a motor way on 

which cyclists are prohibited. 

 

Preparation of you and your bicycle.  

In the following notes we have concentrated on your bicycle and what you might wear. We have not addressed your 

personal requirements (e.g. underwear; casual shoes; leisure shirt and trousers; items for personal hygiene; first aid kit; 

etc.) as suggestions are available in most of the publications relating to the pilgrimage. Suffice to say carry as little as you 

reasonably need. Needless to say you should be fully familiar with your cycle and how to do running repairs and as a 

minimum you should prepare and carry the following. 

(a) Helmet-now compulsory in Spain. 

(b) Hi-Vis jacket compulsory at night and in poor weather. 

(c) Good reliable and clearly visible lights. These are compulsory after dark and in poor weather. 

(d) Two sets of cycle, padded shorts. One to wear whilst the other set is drying after washing. 

(e) Two sets of cycle vests. Again one to wear whilst the other set is drying after washing. 

(f) A suitable warm jacket and leggings when temperatures drop. If contemplating a winter trip a pair of warm cycle 

boots would be sensible. 

(g) A pair of suitable cycle shoes and at least two pairs of socks. 

(h) Set of tools suitable for your particular bicycle; e.g. spanner to fit all nuts; set of Allen keys: tyre levers; screw 

driver; puncture repair kit. 

(i)  Spare inner tubes and one outer tyre. Make sure you have the correct tyre type fitted before leaving home. 

Cyclists traveling on road racers might consider fitting touring tyres rather than slicks which can on occasions appear 

somewhat “delicate”. Mountain bike cyclists should fit, before leaving home, a good strong knobbly tyre; parts of the 

pedestrian route are very rough and uneven. 

(j) Pump with correct fitting for your bicycles valves 

(k) Water bottle in cage; in warmer weather good idea to fit two bottles. Also think about bringing energy gels which 

are light and easy to pack and may give you the added energy boost towards the end of your daily journey. 

(l) Lubrication for chain, wheel bearings and gears. 

(m) Chain cleaning kit. This is particularly important for mountain bikers on the pedestrian route in wet weather 

(when the track can become very muddy) and less important for those travelling the road route. 

(n) Rag to clean your hands after carrying out running repairs. 

(o) If you have hydraulic brakes spare fluid. If cable brakes check before you leave home that there is sufficient wear 

left to get you to your destination. If not bring a spare set. 

(p) Two pairs of cycling glasses with u v protection to keep nasty beasties out of your eyes. We recommend two pairs 

as you may lose one pair before you reach a shop selling these items. 

(q) A secure lock/s for your cycle. If you are in the process of buying a cycle for your trip it might be worthwhile 

buying one with quick release saddle and wheels, which you would take into your accommodation, to make the cycle less 

attractive to potential thieves. Personal items such as mobile phone, camera credit cards, passport etc. should be secured 

in a bar bag which you can release easily and carry with you when stopping for refreshments or sightseeing etc. 

(r) A bell to warn pedestrians of you approach. This is particularly important for those cycling the pedestrian route 

walking pilgrims will not always be aware of your approach. There have been injuries to cyclists who had to take evasive 

action at the last minute when a pedestrian, unaware of the cyclist’s approach, moved into the cyclist’s line of travel. 

(s) If you are used to using cycling gloves pack a pair. 



 

 

(t) The rain in Spain does not only fall in the plain but also in the Northern regions and particularly in Galicia, where 

the weather is rather like that in Ireland. Unless you can be sure of an absolutely rain free trip consider fitting front and 

rear mudguards, unless you relish wet feet and a damp backside! 

(u) You will have to carry some luggage so you fit panniers and these should be protected not only from the point of 

view of security but also from wet weather. 

(v) An optional extra but well worth considering. Fit a detachable whip aerial with hi-vis pennant to the rear of your 

bicycle to give oncoming traffic advance warning of your presence. 

 

Getting your bicycle to and from Spain by air. 

The quickest way to transport your bicycle is by air as passenger baggage rather than as cargo or freight. If doing the whole 

route you might fly  

(a) To Biarritz (Ryanair) and cycle up to St. Jean. Distance from Biarritz to St. Jean is 48 miles (77kms) with an ascent 

of 3.864 ft (1178 metres) 

(b)  Or fly to Bilbao (EasyJet and Aer Lingus) and catch a bus ( www.alsa.es operate an excellent bus service 

throughout Spain; bicycle supplement 10euros.) to Logrono or Burgos to join the Camino. Or cycle from Bilbao to Logrono 

61 miles (97kms) or to Burgos 104 miles (167kms). 

 

 The following information has been obtained from the web sites of the airlines but it is essential that you check with your 

airline of choice for bicycle charges and conditions ruling at the date of your travel. Also bear in mind any tools and oils that 

you are carrying may have to be placed in your hold baggage if they are not likely to be accepted as cabin baggage. Do 

please bear in mind that the flights are seasonal. 

Aer Lingus—charge of 40 euros each way. Conditions include; handle bars must be lowered and fixed sideways tyre 

pressure must be reduced: pedals to be inverted if possible; also note on most Aer Lingus flights there is a restriction on 

the number of cycles that will be accepted. 

Easy Jet—charges to be ascertained at time of booking. Conditions include; the bicycle must be packed in a bicycle bag or 

box; only one bicycle per box or bag; no other items (such as clothing) to be carried in the bicycle bag or box; handle bars 

must be flush with the frame; pedals must be flush with the frame or removed. 

Ryanair—charge to be ascertained at time of booking; it appears to be calculated as being in addition to your checked hold 

baggage limit; but please do check before booking your flight. Conditions include; maximum weight limit 30 kilos; bicycle 

must be packed in a protective box or bag. 

Finally, for getting back home Santiago is served currently by Aer Lingus, EasyJet and Ryanair although the routes are 

seasonal. You might wish to note that in Santiago there is a company (www.elvelocipedo.com) which will pack your bicycle 

in a box and freight it to your home. Boxing is charged currently at 21 euros ex freight charges and insurances. 

 

       J. The journey. 

The Confraternity of St. James (www.csj.org.uk )  has available, for purchase very helpful notes of general guidance for 

pilgrims travelling on foot and by cycle. You should not need maps to follow most Caminos as they are very clearly marked 

by the ubiquitous scallop shell or yellow arrow; the exception being on some of the less popular routes linking the Camino 

del Norte to the Camino Frances. But if you feel you have need of maps or guides you may find the following helpful;   

“Camino de Santiago Maps” by John Brierley.  A book of maps of the pedestrian route from St.Jean pied de Port to 

Santiago. 

“Camino Portuguese Maps” by John Brierley. A book of maps of the many pedestrian routes from Lisbon,via Oporto, to 

Santiago. 

Map for road cyclists. If you feel in need of a proper road map then try “Spanien Nord” 1:500,00 (Map 4) by Freytag 

&Berndt which covers the entire route from Pamplona to Santiago and beyond to Finisterre/Muxia.( www.freyberndt.com 

or try www.stanfords.co.uk )   

 

The journey along the Camino Frances from St. Jean to Santiago is approximately 580 miles (780 kms). Walking 25 kms per 

day the pedestrian should take about four to five weeks. Cycling 50 miles (80.5k kms) per day the trip could be done 

comfortably in say 10/12 days. But it would be a shame to rush the journey and to miss out the architectural and historic 

wonders of the route. You might wish to break the journey spending two nights in each of Burgos and Leon. Both cities 

have stunning cathedrals and many other historic sites. Or you might like to deviate from the current route of your chosen 

Camino to visit interesting places off-Camino; (e.g. on the Camino Frances a short detour to see the unique Church at 

Eunate off the route between Cizur Menor to Puente la Reine or the stunning monastery at Samos off the route between 

http://www.csj.org.uk/
http://www.freyberndt.com/
http://www.stanfords.co.uk/


 

 

Tricastela to Sarria). Remember that when travelling by bicycle there are many more opportunities to deviate from the 

route than there are available to the pedestrian pilgrim. 

For those contemplating the Camino Frances if you do not start at St. Jean (or do not wish to finish at Santiago), but at 

some other point along the route, the following intermediate distances might help in planning your trip. 

St.Jean- to – Burgos approximately 190 miles (306 kms). 

Burgos- to Leon approximately 184 miles (296 kms) 

Leon-to-Santiago approximately 195miles (314 kms). 

Cyclists should bear in mind that if travelling from St. Jean to Santiago, whether on the pedestrian pilgrim route or the road 

route, that there are uphill sections which need to be negotiated. On the first day out from St. Jean the climb St. Jean- to –

Roncevalles via the Val Carlos road rises from 820 ft (250 m) to 3116 ft (950m) over 15 miles (25 kms). There are many 

uphills and consequently a lot of down hills!). But nothing that is beyond the scope of a reasonably fit cyclist.  

 

 

Short select bibliography. 

 “The Cycling Pilgrim 2013” by John Curtain available from the Confraternity of St. James (www.csj.org.uk  ). Weighs a mere 

2ozs! 

 

“Camino de Santiago” BY John Brierley available from The Company (www.caminosociety.ie ). In English and very popular 

with pedestrian pilgrims. Gives a useful synopsis of each town, village and hamlet that one passes through including 

distance between places and altitudes Aimed at those following the pedestrian Camino, whether on foot or on mountain 

bike but would be very useful for the road racers. Weighs 11ozs. 

 

“Camino de Santiago Maps” by John Brierley available from The Company (www.caminosocietyy.ie ). Again in English and 

the ideal book to accompany the above having more detailed maps. Weighs a shade under 5ozs. 

 

“The Pilgrimage Road to Santiago” by Gitlitz and Davidson. Should be available from Amazon (www.amazon.co.uk ). In 

English. This is not a route finder book and is aimed at those who wish to appreciate the history and architecture othe 

Camino Frances. The authors give a detailed history of the origin and architectural description of the significant buildings 

that one passes along this Camino. Weighs 1lb 4ozs. 

 

“The Road to Santiago-Practical Pilgrim’s Guide” by Jose Maria Anguita Jaen.  Should be available from Amazon. Deals with 

the Camino Frances. In English printed on very good paper with many colourful photos and maps. Contains photos and 

brief descriptions of each place one passes through with details of selected hotels, hostels, restaurants, and pharmacy and 

bus/train connections. It comes along with a 31 single sheets (one for use each day) containing map for the day one side 

and on the reverse a description of the route ahead for that day with diagram of heights and descents. This is the heavy 

weight of these publications; coming in at a shade under 2lbs.It is probably too heavy for a pedestrian pilgrim but might be 

one for the cyclists. 

 

“The Way of St. James-Cyclist’s Guide “by John Higginson. Published in English by Cicerone Press (www.cicerone.co.uk ). 

Covers the 975 mile route from Le Puy to Santiago in 27 stages. Has in the introduction very comphrensive details on 

cycling the Camino. Weighs 9ozs (260gms). 

 

“Miam Miam Dodo Saint Jacques de Compostella” by Cambriels and Clouteau. Available from the Confraternity of St. 

James (www.csj.org/uk ) . Make sure to order the latest edition. Published in French. It contains details (web site, phone 

number and e-mail address) of every five star Parador, hotel, hostel, b&b, camping site, restaurants and bars in all the 

habitations along the Camino. Frances. No one should travel without. Do not be put off by it being in French. It will be very 

easily understood by those with no knowledge of French as each place is located on an accompanying map with pictograms 

describing the facilities which are referenced to the narrative by a number. Weighs 9ozs. 

 

“Camino Lingo” by Nova and Nilsen. Available from the Confraternity of St. James (www.csj.org/uk ) or from Amazon 

(www.amazon.co.uk ). This has got to be the most useful publication of them all, at least for those not fluent in Spanish. It 

contains translations English to Spanish of most phrases that one is likely to need and even has a section on cycling lingo! 

Weighs a mere 4ozs. 

 

http://www.csj.org.uk/
http://www.caminosociety.ie/
http://www.caminosocietyy.ie/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/
http://www.cicerone.co.uk/
http://www.csj.org/uk
http://www.csj.org/uk
http://www.amazon.co.uk/


 

 

The above are a very, very few of the vast selection of books on the Camino. Why not search through the web and find 

those that suit your tastes. 

 

BUEN CAMINO 

 

© Camino Society Ireland c.l.g a company incorporated in Ireland number 557712 having its registered office at Priory Hall, 

Stillorgan, Co. Dublin and its business address at 36, Upper Baggot Street, Dublin 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




